FACTFILE:
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SCULPTURE

Sculpture
Plaster
Plaster is a very versatile material. Care must be taken
when mixing plaster; a mask should be used to stop
inhalation. Food and drink should not be consumed
when working with the material. Plaster must be kept
dry and should only be mixed and worked with in
small quantities as it dries quickly. It is important that
tools are cleaned after each working session. Plaster
should never be disposed of down drains, instead let it
harden and then place it in a bin.

Applied Plaster - Building up of plaster onto an
armature. Elisabeth Frink (1930–1993) and
Alberto Giacometti (1901–1966) were renowned
for using this method.
Plaster can be built up in layers; other materials
can be dipped in plaster and added also. The plaster
can then be carved and re-formed until the desired
finish is achieved.

Plaster can be cast into blocks where it can then be
sketched on and then block carved. It can also be
used for mould casting and to create relief sculptures.
Plaster can be layered and built on top of an internal
frame/ armature giving it strength and support.
George Segal
Gay Liberation, 1980
www.segalfoundation.org/images/gallery/gallery_
sculpt1_6.jpg
Experiment with mould making with suitable
objects. Take care with undercuts. Consider making
slip cast moulds so that objects can be made as
‘whole’. Alginate/ latex or rubber could also be
used to make casts of smaller objects- fine cast
plaster/ cold cast bronze should be used to make
the positive. A vacuum former machine could be
used to make a plastic mould that then could be
transferred into plaster.

Elisabeth Frink
Dying King, 1963
www.tate.org.uk/art/images/work/T/T07/T07395_10.
jpg
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Wood
Wood can be carved using chisels, saws and drills.
This is called a subtractive process. If students want
to develop their carving skills on softer more easily
carved wood they could opt for light weight balsa
wood which can be layered and stuck together to
from larger pieces. Wooden cane can be used to
create sculptural forms. Materials can be combined
such as paper, wire and mesh. The end finish of the
wood could be stained, varnished, oiled or painted.
The wood could also be scorched (with a lot of care
outdoors and fire precautions) to give an aged
unique finish.

Clay
Clay is a versatile material to work with. No food
or drink should be consumed when working with
clay, glazes or oxides as there are toxins present.
Clay needs to be kept moist so always ensure that
it is kept in sealed bags. Working with clay at the
correct level of hardness is vital to completing
successful sculptures. Allow clay sculptures to
breathe before working on them to allow for
evaporation. Pay attention to clay that is starting
to dry out too quickly, ensure work is wrapped in
plastic and kept airtight until the piece is finished.
Before firing sculptures it is important to allow
sculptures to dry out slowly as moisture could
cause the work to explode in the kiln. Depending
on the size of the piece this may take weeks so this
needs to be considered when meeting deadlines.
Clay can be used to model shapes. Plaster moulds
can then be taken from the clay form. Clay can be
used to construct form. Hand building techniques
such as slab building or coil building can be used to
construct sculptures. The sculpture could be made
in sections that can then be built together at the
final stage. When producing large scale ceramic
sculptures internal clay struts would need to be
built at weak points so that weight is distributed
making the chance of collapse less likely.

Using a clay body with added grog is best to use
for sculpture, as they are ‘strong’ clays that will
allow work to be built on a larger scale and reduce
the shrinkage rate. Grog provides strength during
the making stage before drying. Using a grog clay
will also give an interesting rough texture for the
desired finish.

Types of clay
Paper clay as its name suggests is made from
paper and slip. Paper clay is excellent to sculpt with
as cracks in greenware pieces can be repaired with
wet paper clay and fired again. Repairs can also be
carried out to fired paper clay but it will need to
be fired again. Paper clay can come in terracotta,
porcelain and general body clay. Firing temperature
range varies between earthenware to stoneware.
Porcelain is a white ceramic material that
has great translucent properties when fired to
stoneware temperatures and worked thinly.
Porcelain is harder to work with than clay as it
has less plasticity and therefore is more prone to
cracking, shrinking and warping.
Terracotta clay is a red/brown colour that has
natural warmth and richness to it that means
further decoration is not required unless desired.
Eathernware – Low firing clay - firing temperature
950-1100. Work fired to earthenware is more fragile
and porous. Mid- firing clay - firing temperature
1160- 1225
Stoneware – High firing clay/firing
range1160-1300. Work fired to stoneware is
stronger, durable and frost proof.
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Treating the ceramic surface

Casting

Glazes, metal oxides, underglazes, enamels, glass,
lustres and some metals can all be used to create
a colourful finish to ceramic work. These materials
contain toxins and so they should be kept locked away
from students and their use should be supervised.

To create a cast a positive form must be created
through modeling in either clay or wax. A mould
is then taken from the positive; this is often made
in sections. Then a liquid material is poured into
the mould - this could be wax, molten metal or
plaster. If metal is being used this stage would be
completed at a foundry.

Digital images can also be transferred on to
the surface of glazed ceramics by using decals.
Always ensure that glazes are fired to the correct
temperature as listed.

Modeling
Modeling is an additive process where clay, wax,
plaster and papier-mache can be manipulated in
order to create form. One of the benefits of creating
form by modeling is the option of changing the
form and correcting mistakes throughout the
process until the hardening stage is reached.
Modeling can also be used to create relief sculpture.

Kate Malone
Artichoke pot detail, 2013
www.katemaloneceramics.com/wp-content/
uploads/2014/08/dec_detail_artichoke_pot_12013321x430.jpg

Texture
Applying texture to a sculptural work of art is very
important and can help to create different effects
with light, which will help the viewer’s eye travel
and move around the sculpture. Texture can be
achieved by pressing objects or tools into the
surface. Scraping, scoring and cutting into the
form are also ways of altering the surface. When
working in clay glaze, metal oxides and glass will
all accentuate the surface. It is important that
trials are conducted so that the best option can be
realised. Plaster is a versatile material to use when
experimenting with texture. Chisels, rasps and files
can be used to achieve a rough result. Materials and
fibres can be added to liquid plaster.

Kate Malone
Modeling the surface, John Hopkins, Atrium
commission, Baltimore, USA, 2012
www.katemaloneceramics.com/works/public_and_
commercial/

Armature
An armature is the skeleton frame needed to
support a modelled/ constructed sculpture. The
armature needs to be attached to a base (plinth) so
that the sculpture can stand. Wire is usually used to
make an armature but for larger sculptures metal
rods may need to be cut, bent and perhaps welded
in order to create the desired frame.
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Maquette
A maquette is the smaller version of a final
sculpture. Through creating a maquette problems
can be resolved and the transition from thinking
and working in two dimensions and thinking and
working in three dimensions can be made. It is a
very useful process.

Ready Made Sculpture/
Assemblage
This is a form of sculpture where work is created
using pre-existing objects that are arranged,
grouped, merged, balanced and constructed
together. This form of sculpture can be controversial
as it is highly conceptual.

Kate Malone
Maquettes, 2012
www.katemaloneceramics.com/works/public_and_
commercial/
Graham Gingles
Bird From The Via Gramsci II, 2012
www.peppercanister.com/graham-gingles-availablework/
Mixed media, 32 x 27 x 13cm

Installation
Installations are works of art that occupy a space
in a room or gallery where the viewer engages with
the work. Some artists ensure that the work is multi
sensory so that the viewer is connected with the
work and the communication is more about an
experience. Installation art is usually made from a
range of constructed materials, mixed media and
ready-made objects.
Tracey Emin
My Bed, 1998
www.saatchigallery.com/artists/artpages/tracey_
emin_my_bed.htm
Mattress, linens, pillows, objects, 79 x 211 x 234 cm

Barbara Hepworth
Maquette, Three Forms in Echelon, 1961.
www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hepworth-maquettethree-forms-in-echelon-t03142
Brass and string on wooden board and shelf,
672x 503x 218 mm
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Site-specific work

Land Art

Site specific work is the creation of work for a
specific location. The presence of a sculpture and
its contrast or harmony with an environment is
a very important aspect of creating sculpture.
Whether creating a sculpture as part of a
commission or visualising the potential location
for a work, care must be taken to the impact of
the environment when the sculpture is erected on
site. Examples of sculptors who have successfully
mastered positioning their work in the environment
include Anthony Gormley and Paul Cummins.

Land art is about merging artwork with the
environment. Natural materials are used and there
is a fusion between the work created by man and
the nature based art produced by the natural world.
Land art can also enter the gallery space, where
natural materials create art in a manmade location.
The use of photography and video is an important
aspect when creating land art.

Anthony Gormley
Another Place, 1997
Crosby Beach, Liverpool, U.K.
www.antonygormley.com/projects/item-view/id/230
100 cast iron sculptural body-casts; Stretches 2.5
kilometres down the coast and 1 kilometre out to
sea, with an average distance between the pieces of
500 metres.
Paul Cummins
The Tower of London Poppies, 2014
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMxF3L2G0-4
Commemorative artwork; An installation of 888,246
ceramic poppies as a pilgrimage to reflect the First
World War;

Chris Drury
Four Spheres, 1984
Ben Alder, Grampian Mountains, Scotland
chrisdrury.co.uk/four-spheres/
Commission; bog wood, deer bones, deer scats, pine
cones.
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